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The car was designed by Giorgetto Giugiaro and stood out for its gull-wing doors and brushed
stainless-steel outer body panels. It became widely known for its disappointing lack of power
and performance, which did not match the expectations created by its looks and price tag.
Though its production was short-lived, the car was made memorable through its appearances
as the time machine in the Back to the Future media franchise after Throughout production, the
car kept its basic styling, although minor revisions were made to the hood and wheels. The first
production car was completed on January 21, About 9, DeLoreans were made before production
halted in late December shortly after DMC filed for bankruptcy. Despite the car having a
reputation for poor build quality and a less-than-satisfying driving experience, the DeLorean
continues to have a cult following driven in part by the popularity of the Back to the Future
movies. An estimated 6, DeLoreans are still on the road. Originally, the car was intended to have
a centrally-mounted Wankel rotary engine. The engine selection was reconsidered when
Comotor production ended and the favored engine became the Ford Cologne V6 engine. The
first prototype appeared in October The prototype was completed by American automotive chief
engineer William T. As a result, the engine location had to be moved from the mid-engined
location in Prototype 1 to a rear-engined location in Prototype 2; a configuration which would be
retained in the production vehicle. The chassis was initially planned to be produced from a new
and untested manufacturing technology known as elastic reservoir moulding ERM , which
would lighten the car while presumably lowering its production costs. This new technology, for
which DeLorean had purchased patent rights, was eventually found to be unsuitable. The
interior on Prototype 1 was significantly different than the production vehicle. Prototype 1 had a
prominent full-width knee bar as it was intended to be a safety car. A black center steering
wheel with a fat center was intended to hold an air bag and the driver had a full set of
Stewart-Warner gauges. These and other changes to the original concept led to considerable
schedule pressures. The entire car was deemed to require almost complete re-engineering,
which was turned over to engineer Colin Chapman , founder of Lotus Cars. Chapman replaced
most of the unproven material and manufacturing techniques with those then employed by
Lotus, like the steel backbone chassis. After several delays and cost overruns, production
finally began in late The DeLorean sports car, as it was described in advertisements, [25] began
production in December with the first production car rolling off the assembly line on January 21,
Prior to the release of the DeLorean, there was a waiting list of anxious buyers, many of whom
paid over MSRP , however that exuberance subsided very quickly and production output soon
far exceeded sales volume. October was the highest month of sales for DMC with vehicles sold
but by December, the US was falling into recession and interest rates were rising which further
negatively impacted sales. Despite this, instead of reducing production, John DeLorean
doubled production output, further adding to the backlog of unsold cars. By the end of , DMC
had produced 7, cars but had only sold 3, In March, telegrams were sent to all dealerships
requesting each buy six cars to help save the company; none of the dealers responded with a
sales order. By this point, dealers were sitting on unsold inventory as were the quality
assurance centers and hundreds more sitting on the docks in Long Beach , California. By the
end of May , production at the factory was shut down. Production information was lost or
scattered upon the shutdown of DMC and production figures for the DeLorean have never been
verified based on official factory records. In February , DMC was placed into receivership and
the factory continued to operate at a reduced production rate until the end of May. When
Consolidated International acquired the unsold and partially assembled cars in November , it
brought back workers to complete the cars remaining on the assembly line. It was decided to
make the remaining completed model year cars into models. For the model year, there were
DeLoreans VIN and bringing the total estimated production to 8, cars. The DeLorean features a
number of unusual construction details, including gull-wing doors, unpainted stainless-steel
body panels, and a rear-mounted engine. The body design of the DeLorean was a product of
Giorgetto Giugiaro of Italdesign and is paneled in brushed SS austenitic stainless steel. Painted
DeLoreans do exist, although these were all painted after the cars were purchased from the
factory. Small scratches in the stainless-steel body panels can be removed with a non-metallic
scouring pad since metal pads can leave iron particles embedded in the stainless steel, which
can give the appearance of the stainless "rusting" , or even sandpaper. The underbody is
affixed to a steel double-Y frame chassis, inspired by the Lotus Esprit platform. Another
distinctive feature of the DeLorean is its gull-wing doors. The DeLorean features heavy doors
supported by cryogenically preset torsion bars and nitrogen-charged struts. Although early
production cars had fitment problems due to faulty striker plates and issues with weather seals,
these were tolerable because gull-wing doors allowed occupants to enter and exit the car in
tight parking places as well as attracting attention from people nearby. The DeLorean has a
four-wheel independent suspension with coil springs , and telescopic shock absorbers. The

front suspension uses double wishbones , while the rear is a multi-link setup. When the
DeLorean first arrived in the US, the car had a higher-than-expected wheel gap in the front
suspension. Despite having significantly less weight in the front, the front and rear springs had
the same spring rate and used lower quality steel which resulted in the nose-high look. Steering
is rack and pinion , with an overall steering ratio of The automotive press was generally
complimentary. Later reviews have been harsher. In , Time included the DeLorean in its list of
the 50 worst cars of all time. DeLoreans, early production models in particular, suffered from
poor build quality as well as mechanical issues. Early production cars needed as much as
hours of work at DMC Quality Assurance Centers prior to being shipped to dealerships for
delivery. DMC eventually sent 30 factory workers to the quality centers in the US to learn about
the problems and how to fix them. Quality did improve over time and by many of the quality
issues had been resolved. Other quality issues included other problems surrounding the front
suspension, clutch pedal adjustment or lack thereof , brake rotors, instruments, in particular the
speedometer , power door locks and weak alternators. Many early DeLoreans were delivered
poorly aligned with the toe-in incorrectly set leading to premature tire wear. In addition, many
dealers were reluctant to perform warranty work on DeLoreans since DMC owed them money
for past warranty claims. Some dealerships were not able to perform repair work properly as
DMC never issued a proper service manual. The lack of quality service at dealerships was a
point of frustration for many DeLorean owners at the time, particularly those who paid over
sticker price to purchase one of the first cars. Interior color choices were grey or black. The
grey interior became available mid model year. Several dealer options were available, including
a car cover, sheepskin seat covers, floor mats, car care cleaning kit, black textured accent
stripes, grey scotch-cal accent stripes, a luggage rack and a ski-rack adapter. Although there
were no typical yearly updates to the DeLorean, several changes were made to the DeLorean
during production. This resulted in no clear distinction between the , , and model years, but with
subtle changes taking place almost continuously throughout the production run. The original
hood of the DeLorean had grooves running down both sides. It included a fuel filler flap to
simplify fuel filling. These cars typically had a locking fuel cap to prevent fuel tampering or theft
by siphoning. In August , the fuel flap was removed from the hood although the hood creases
remained. After the supply of locking caps was exhausted, the company switched to a
non-locking fuel cap resulting in at least cars with no hood flap, but with locking fuel caps. The
final styling for the hood included the addition of a cast metal DeLorean emblem in the lower
right corner and the removal of the grooves, resulting in a completely flat hood. Closing the
gull-wing door from the inside can be achieved by using a grab handle. For people with shorter
arms, DMC installed leather pull straps attached to the grab handle. Beginning with late-model
cars, DMC revised the location of the leather pull strap to be centrally mounted and integrated
into the lower door panel. The rear trim panel has an armrest extension that is visibly two
separate pieces on early models; this armrest has a tendency to break loose as people get in
and out of the vehicle. In late , this was resolved by having the armrest extension integrated into
the rear trim panel, the assembly wrapped in vacuum formed vinyl. Although the styling of the
DeLorean's wheels remained unchanged, the wheels of early models were painted grey. These
wheels sported matching grey center caps with an embossed DMC logo. Early into the
production run, these were changed to a polished silver look, with a contrasting black center
cap. The embossed logo on the center caps was painted silver to add contrast. Since the Craig
radio did not have a built-in clock, one was installed in front of the gear shift on the console.
The Craig radio was replaced with an ASI radio in the middle of the production run. Since the
ASI radio featured an on-board clock, the clock on the console was removed at the same time.
The first 2, cars produced used a windshield-embedded antenna. This type of antenna proved to
be unsuitable with poor radio reception. Oftentimes the radio would continually "seek",
attempting to find a signal. A standard whip antenna, which was later changed to a manually
retractable antenna, was added to the outside of the front right fender. While improving radio
reception, this resulted in a hole in the stainless steel, and an unsightly antenna. As a result, the
antenna was again moved. The final antenna was an automatic retractable version installed
under the rear induction grill behind the rear driver's-side window. The small sun visors on the
DeLorean have vinyl on one side and headliner fabric on the other side. Originally these were
installed such that the headliner side would be on the bottom when not in use. Later on in , they
were reversed so that the vinyl side would be on the bottom. The original 80 amp Ducellier
alternator supplied with the early-production DeLoreans could not provide enough current to
supply the car when all lights and electrical options were on; as a result, the battery would
gradually discharge, leaving the driver stranded on the road. This happened to DeLorean owner
Johnny Carson shortly after he was presented with the vehicle. The original full-size epo-wood
DeLorean styling model was modified in the first quarter of to reflect the refreshed design used

in production. Only one of two DeLorean prototypes still exists. Prototype 2 was sent to Lotus
Cars for development and evaluation in It was reported to have been destroyed in the s. An
estimated 28 pilot cars were built. The pilot cars are best identified by the subtly different
interiors and sliding side windows. These cars, used for evaluation and regulatory testing of the
DeLorean were previously thought to have been destroyed. However, a few of the pilot cars
were found to have survived and are owned by private parties. Earlier, in the summer of , the
revised Giugiaro styling mock-up was shipped to Visioneering, a Detroit based company, to
create data needed to make the stamping dies for the stainless panels. The car was presented at
the NADA show and was later used for engineering development and technical training as well
as press photos. There had been interest in turbocharging the DeLorean early on, but the DMC
engineering staff was busy with other projects, so DMC decided to go outside to develop a
turbocharged version. DMC wanted to increase power without sacrificing fuel efficiency. DMC
wanted a wide power band and did not want a surge of power similar to the Porsche Turbo.
Legend converted four DeLoreans two twin-turbo cars and two single-turbo cars. John
DeLorean was so impressed with the engine, he committed to ordering 5, engines from Legend
Industries. Before any of the 5, cars could be put into production, DMC had declared
bankruptcy, which drove Legend Industries, as well as other suppliers, into bankruptcy. This
car, VIN , equipped with an automatic transmission and black interior, sat in the bank lobby for
over 20 years before being loaned to the Petersen Automotive Museum in Los Angeles. This
car, VIN , is equipped with a manual transmission and a saddle-brown interior. Marshall donated
his DeLorean to the William F. A third gold-plated car was assembled with spare parts that were
required by American Express in case one of the other two that were built were damaged. All
necessary gold-plated parts were on hand, with the exception of one door that was sourced
later. The car was first acquired by the winner of a Big Lots store raffle. This car, VIN , is in a
private collection. Two other privately-commissioned gold-plated DeLoreans exist one being
VIN but their whereabouts are unknown. DeLoreans were primarily intended for the American
market. All production models were therefore left-hand-drive. DMC was aware as early as April
of the need to produce a right-hand-drive RHD version to supply to world markets, specifically
the United Kingdom. DMC faced the choice of building right-hand-drive models from scratch or
performing a post-production conversion. Given the cost of new body molds, tooling, and a
host of specific parts that a factory-built right-hand-drive configuration would require, the
company opted to investigate the idea of a post-production conversion using the Wooler-Hodec
Ltd company based in Andover, Hampshire. However only 13 were completed before DMCL
went into receivership which subsequently led to the closure of Wooler-Hodec. Three other
factory authorized RHD cars were built. The DeLorean is most notably featured as the time
machine in the Back to the Future film trilogy. Six DeLorean chassis were used during the
production, along with one manufactured out of fiberglass for scenes where a full-size
DeLorean was needed to "fly" on-screen. Only three of the cars still exist, with one that was
destroyed at the end of Back to the Future Part III , two additional cars were abandoned, and the
fiberglass replica was scrapped. Universal Studios owns two of the remaining cars,
occasionally putting them on display or using them for other productions. Wynne acquired the
trademark on the stylized DMC logo, along with the remaining parts inventory of the original
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Gull-wing doors [7]. The car requires 1. Universal Studios special effects department built three
main DeLorean time machines for the movie Back to the Future. The "A" car, also known as the
Hero car, was the most detailed and utilized vehicle during production. As time passed, visitors
started taking parts off the vehicle and wandering off with them. Bob Gale selected a team to
repair the car so it could be in a perfect condition. The "B" car, also known as the Stunt Car
used in all three movies , was mainly used for stunts. After purposely being struck by a train
during production, the car was left as a pile of rubble. The "B" car's body panels were sold to
Planet Hollywood Hawaii , where it was hooked up on the ceiling of the restaurant until its
shutdown in The stunt car is currently being displayed at Hubbardston, Massachusetts. The "C"
car was used for interior footage and was torn apart so the camera could fit inside the car. The
vehicle was left at Universal Studios Hollywood, many of its parts were put together on a replica
remodeled by Tom Talmon Studios for Universal Japan. Universal Japan sold the car to a
private company and the vehicle it's currently displaying on the company's entryway. There
were three extra DeLoreans used through the production of the sequels. The fiberglass car used
on special effects was reportedly destroyed. The stunt train, better known as The Oxnard Car,
was displayed in Universal Studios, Florida , from the early s to The studio decided to replace
the original car with a replica to be stored for restoration. The desert car with the blue cross
over tube was left at Universal Studios Hollywood; Tom Talmon Studios used parts of this car
on a replica displayed on Universal Japan. After Japanese workers stole some of the car props,
ScreenUsed acquired the car for restoration and then settled the car for auction. Bill and Patrick
Shea ended up buying it, and they placed the car on display at Hubbardston, Massachusetts.
The control of the time machine is the same in all three films. The operator is seated inside the
DeLorean except the first time, when the remote control is used , and turns on the time circuits
by turning a handle near the gear lever, activating a unit containing multiple fourteen- and
seven-segment displays that show the destination red , present green , and last departed yellow
dates and times. After entering a target date with the keypad inside the DeLorean, the operator
accelerates the car to 88 miles per hour A digital speedometer is attached to the dashboard so
that the operator can accurately gauge the car's speed. Various proposals have been brought
forth in the past by fans of the movie franchise for why the car has to be moving at 88 mph to
achieve temporal displacement, [6] but actually the production crew chose the velocity simply
because they liked how it looked on the speedometer, modified for the movie. Observers
outside the vehicle see an implosion of plasma as the vehicle disappears, leaving behind a trail
of fire aligned with the DeLorean's tires which can also appear in midair , while occupants
within the vehicle see a quick flash of light and instantaneously arrive at the target time in the
same spatial location relative to the Earth as when it departed. In the destination time,
immediately before the car's arrival, three large and loud flashes occur at the point from which
the car emerges from its time travel. After the trip, the exterior of the DeLorean is extremely cold
, and frost forms from atmospheric moisture all over the car's body. Vents on the back of the
vehicle, as shown on right, heat the vehicle after time travel. A few technical glitches with the
DeLorean hinder time travel for its users. In the first film, the car has starter problems and has a
hard time restarting once stopped, much to Marty's repeated frustration. The time machine is
electric and requires a power input of 1. Fusion generator that uses garbage as fuel. Although
the Mr. Fusion unit provides the required power for the time machine, the DeLorean is still
powered by an internal combustion engine for propulsion. The fuel line is damaged during
Marty's trip to in Back to the Future Part III ; after he and Doc patch it, they attempt to use
whiskey as a replacement fuel since commercial gasoline is not yet available. The test fails,
damaging the car's fuel injection manifold and leaving it unable to travel under its own power.
Doc and Marty consider options to reach the required 88 mph such as pulling it with horses,
which fails because the car barely breaks 30 mph and ultimately settle on pushing the car with a
steam locomotive. They replace the DeLorean's standard wheels with a set designed to mate
with train rails. For the extra power needed to push it up to speed, Doc adds his own version of
" Presto Logs " a chemically treated mixture of pressed wood and anthracite to the locomotive's
boiler and chooses a location with a straight section of track long enough to achieve 88 mph.
The power required is pronounced in the film as "one point twenty-one jigo watts", [7] with a
jigowatt referring to "one billion watts. However, the correct spelling is " giga watts ". Although
rarely used, the "j" sound at the beginning of the SI prefix "giga-" is an acceptable
pronunciation. In the DVD commentary for Back to the Future, Bob Gale states that he had
thought it was pronounced this way because it was how a scientific adviser for the film
pronounced it. The flux capacitor , which consists of a rectangular-shaped compartment with

three flashing Geissler-style tubes arranged in a "Y" configuration, is described by Doc as
"what makes time travel possible. As the time machine nears 88 mph, light coming from the flux
capacitor begins pulsing more rapidly until it becomes a steady stream. Doc originally
conceived the idea for the flux capacitor on November 5 , , when he slipped on the edge of his
toilet while hanging a clock in his bathroom and hit his head on the sink. Although the films do
not describe exactly how the flux capacitor works, Doc mentions at one point that the stainless
steel body of the DeLorean has a direct and influential effect on the "flux dispersal", but he is
interrupted before he can finish the explanation. The time circuits are an integral part of the
DeLorean time machine. They were built with an input device and a display. The display was
divided into three sections: destination time shown in red , present time shown in green , and
last time departed shown in yellow , all annotated with Dymo labels. Each display includes a
month, a day, a year, and the hour and minutes in that point in time. The years on the time
circuits were limited to four digits and there were no possible negative years that could be
reached, i. This means the DeLorean could travel to any time from am on January 1, A. It is
unknown what would happen if one were to travel to the latter date since, after only one minute,
it would be the year A. The destination time display shows the date that the operator wants the
DeLorean to go to when the operator types in a date using the keypad in the DeLorean, it will be
shown in the destination time display , the present time display shows the DeLorean's current
location in time, and the last time departed display shows what point in time the DeLorean
originally was after making a journey through time. Doc demonstrated its capabilities to Marty
after its first test, giving three well-known but erroneous dates as examples: the signing of the
Declaration of Independence , July 4, ; the birth of Christ , December 25, ; and the day that he
invented time travel, November 5, During the second film, the time circuits began
malfunctioning, displaying January 1, in the destination time display. A bolt of lightning
triggered the malfunction to send the DeLorean from to Though the vehicle was in mid-air, the
spin created by the lightning bolt allowed it to reach 88 mph. Doc was trapped in and repairs
were impossible because the time circuit control microchip , which powered the time circuits,
was destroyed by the lightning bolt, and suitable replacement parts would not be invented until
at least Doc placed repair instructions and a schematic diagram in the time machine to enable
his counterpart to repair it using components from that era â€” which included vacuum tubes
â€” before boarding it up within a silver mine. He then wrote Marty a letter explaining the
situation and handed it over to Western Union , with instructions to deliver it to Marty in The Mr.
It can be seen for the first time at the end of Back to the Future when Doc pulls into the McFly's
driveway after a trip to the year It is a parody of Mr. Coffee machines, which were very popular
at the time of filming. Fusion Home Energy Reactor converts household waste to power for the
time machine's flux capacitor and time circuits using nuclear fusion , presumably cold fusion. In
the film, Mr. Fusion allows the DeLorean time machine to generate the required 1. The energy
produced by Mr. Fusion replaces plutonium as the primary power source of the DeLorean's time
travel, allowing the characters to bypass the arduous power-generation requirements upon
which the plot of the first film hinges. The plutonium fission reactor was most likely left installed
underneath Mr. Fusion as a backup power source. Fusion can provide enough power to the flux
capacitor and the time circuits, but is not used to power up the DeLorean itself, which makes
use of an ordinary gasoline combustion engine to reach the 88 mph speed necessary for it to
time travel. This limitation proved crucial in the third movie when Doc and Marty find
themselves stuck in and unable to drive the DeLorean due to a punctured fuel line. The vehicle's
hover system is powered by Mr. Fusion and is capable of bringing the DeLorean up to the
required 88 mph; the combustion engine was also probably left on board as a backup. However,
the flight systems were destroyed as a result of a lightning strike, leaving Marty to rely on the
original combustion engine, which in turn was disabled. The vents attached to the back of the
DeLorean were designed to cool the nuclear reactor that the flux capacitor used to generate 1.
After traveling through time, the vents would expel a cloud of cold air as the time machine
vented. Later, after the DeLorean's hover conversion in , they were used to propel the DeLorean
while in flight. When they were operating, they lit up to a bright white color. After the initial
acceleration, the vents would stop glowing. It is possible they may have controlled operation of
the vehicle while in flight. A similar pair of vents were used on the Time Train's tender for
propulsion. The plutonium chamber is what originally powers the flux capacitor and the time
circuits. At the end of the first film, it was replaced by the Mr. Fusion Reactor during Doc's trip
to It is possible that the plutonium chamber is still installed under Mr. Fusion as a backup
source. The roentgen meter was a meter in the DeLorean time machine that measured the
amount of radiation in roentgens produced by the plutonium powering the flux capacitor.
Should the plutonium chamber run out, an alarm will sound, indicating that it needs refueling.
This occurred to Marty McFly after he arrived in without any plutonium. Emmett Brown had

intended to load the plutonium case into the DeLorean prior to his planned trip to , but was
prevented from doing so by the arrival of the Libyan terrorists that he stole the plutonium from.
The roentgen meter was one of the many items that Doc had annotated with Dymo labels. It is
unknown if it is still part of the DeLorean following the installment of the Mr. Fusion Energy
Reactor. The digital speedometer in the DeLorean was used in synchronization with its analog
counterpart to determine the speed of the car as it accelerated to reach temporal displacement.
It played a more significant role in the third film. While attempting to return to , Marty McFly
referred to the digital speedometer as the locomotive pushing the DeLorean got increasingly
faster, screaming out the speed over one of the walkie talkies as Doc attempted to board the
DeLorean. The wormhole emitter was a part of the DeLorean that was positioned on the car's
roof. Its purpose is to create wormholes that allow the car to travel through time. This is located
near the gear lever. Its purpose is to activate the time circuits, but on some occasions, it was
pushed accidentally. In the first film, Marty unwillingly pushed the lever while using the
DeLorean to flee from Libyan terrorists. This happened again in the second film; Doc
unknowingly bumped into the lever while on his way to find Marty. This is one of the essential
parts of the DeLorean. The operator uses it to type in a target date that they want the DeLorean
to go to. After typing in a date, it will appear on the destination time display. Following Marty's
return to , the alarm clock apparently stays on the DeLorean's dashboard for the remainder of
the series, but plays no further roles. The flying circuits were added to the DeLorean at the end
of the first film, enabling it to fly, in addition to the tires that can rotate horizontally to provide
upward thrust. At the end of the second film, they were destroyed by a gigawatt overload as a
result of the DeLorean being struck by lightning with its time circuits still on â€” which in turn
activated the flux capacitor, sending the time machine and Doc back to Doc mentioned this, as
well as the car never being able to fly again. When attempting to push the DeLorean up to 88
mph with a steam locomotive, Doc installed the boiler temperature gauge which is apparently
connected to the locomotive's boiler in the DeLorean's cockpit to indicate when each of the
Presto Logs inside the boiler will fire, which will make the locomotive go faster. The meter starts
in the white zone where no logs have fired. When it reaches the green zone, the first log will fire.
When it reaches the yellow zone, the second log will fire. When it reaches the red zone, the third
and final log will fire. As it reached the orange and yellow sections in the red zone, the
locomotive started to fall apart at that point. For most of the first film, the 1. Fusion Home
Energy Reactor" generator possibly acquired in Fusion" device apparently converts household
waste into electrical power; the name suggests nuclear fusion. Due to a "hover conversion"
made in , the car also becomes capable of hovering and flight , though it lost this ability at the
end of the second film. After purchasing the DeLorean it is unknown who or where Doc bought
it from and modifying it into a time machine, Doc tests it out by using a remote control to send it
one minute into the future with his dog Einstein in it, leaving its license plate behind. He also
shows Marty the major functions of the DeLorean: the flux capacitor, the time circuits, and the
plutonium chamber that powers them. After refueling the time machine with plutonium stolen
from Libyan terrorists who previously stole the plutonium from a power plant , Doc prepares to
travel into the future, but the Libyans unexpectedly arrive and kill Doc. Marty uses the DeLorean
to flee from the Libyans and is transported to after accidentally activating the time circuits, but
without the plutonium that is needed to power it. Once there, Marty flees from Old Man Peabody
and stops in an undeveloped area. Due to problems with the starter and with the plutonium
chamber empty, Marty is forced to hide the DeLorean behind a sign and cover it with tree
branches to keep anyone from seeing it. Marty later shows it to Doc, who then has it brought
back to his workshop. At one point, they had to cover the DeLorean with a tarp to keep Lorraine
Baines, Marty's future mother, from seeing it. Because plutonium is not yet available in , Marty
and Doc after reading a flyer that Marty had with him following his trip to decide to harness the
power of a lightning strike that will happen one week later to power the flux capacitor in order to
send Marty back to He also places an alarm clock on the DeLorean's dashboard, which is set to
ring to signal Marty to drive towards the cable at 88 mph. Doc brought the DeLorean still
covered under the tarp to the Courthouse to make preparations. While doing this, a cop nearly
discovers the time machine before Doc stops him, pretending that it is specialized weather
sensing equipment. Despite major setbacks, the plan succeeds, sending the DeLorean back to
with Marty ten minutes before his original departure; Marty had reset the DeLorean to return to
earlier so he'll have a chance to warn Doc of his upcoming death since Doc wouldn't listen to
Marty's warnings. This event resulted in two DeLoreans existing in at the same time: one used
by the first Marty to escape from the Libyan terrorists and then disappearing to and the other
appearing with the second Marty following his trip from to After returning to , the DeLorean
again suffers another starter problem, forcing Marty to run to where Doc and his other self is.
He arrives too late as Doc is gunned down and watches his counterpart escape to in the other

DeLorean while the Libyans crash into a photo booth, but it is revealed that Doc's death was
averted since he had listened to Marty's warning after all. After recovering the DeLorean which
apparently had its starter fixed and taking Marty home, Doc uses the DeLorean to travel to
October 21, where he upgrades it with technology replacing the plutonium chamber with a Mr.
Fusion Reactor, outfitting a barcode license plate on the back, and giving it the ability to fly , but
briefly returns to to pick up Marty who brings his girlfriend Jennifer Parker along and get him to
help stop his future son from committing a crime. While there, the DeLorean is stolen by Biff
Tannen who discovers that it's a time machine , who then travels back to November 12, , the
same day as the climax of the first film, to give his past self a sports almanac to be used for
gambling. Once Biff returns to without Doc's knowledge, the duo after recovering Jennifer from
her future home return to , but find themselves in an alternate timeline where Hill Valley is ruled
by Biff that Doc described as A alternate At this point, the time circuits begin to malfunction,
displaying random dates. After learning of Biff's actions, the DeLorean then travels back to to
restore the timeline. Doc later uses it to pick up Marty accidentally switching on the time
circuits, which is again malfunctioning and chase down Biff, where they recover and destroy the
almanac, but Doc is unable to land the DeLorean due to strong turbulence. It is struck by
lightning again in the very same electrical storm, this time by accident. According to writers
Bob Gale and Robert Zemeckis, the lightning causes the DeLorean to spin at 88 miles per hour,
[15] and Doc later states in a letter to Marty that the bolt caused a "gigawatt overload" which
"shorted out the time circuits and destroyed the flying circuits". Once in , the DeLorean is
hidden in a mine because suitable replacement parts to replace its destroyed microchip will not
be invented until presumably referring to the transistor , invented in that year. The tires have
disintegrated in storage, so Doc replaces them with whitewalls. The gasoline engine is still
functional, but the flying circuits are not. Due to the events in all three films, a total of four
DeLoreans existed at the same time in the first in Doc's lab taking place during the events of the
first film , the second hidden somewhere by Biff after stealing the DeLorean in , the third used
by Doc and Marty to travel to and undo the changes caused by Biff, and the fourth hidden in the
mine after Doc is transported to In a letter Doc wrote to Marty in , Doc states he is happy in his
new life there and requests that Marty not attempt to retrieve him, but instead to return to and
destroy the DeLorean, believing that it has brought them and the world nothing but disaster.
However, Marty and Doc learn of the tragedy that will come to Doc's way when he is murdered
by Biff's grandfather, Buford "Mad Dog" Tannen, on September 7, ; therefore, Doc agrees to
send Marty back to to rescue his future self. This resulted in two DeLoreans existing in the one
hidden in the mine after Doc is sent to by the lightning strike, and the one that Marty uses to
travel to to rescue Doc. When Marty arrives in , the DeLorean's fuel line is damaged while
driving off-road during an Indian attack and he is forced to hide it in a cave. He and Doc later
recover it from the cave and patch up the line. They attempt to use whiskey as a replacement
fuel, since commercial gasoline is not yet available; the test fails, destroying the fuel injection
and ignition systems and leaving the car unable to travel under its own power. They try using
horses as an alternate means to get the car up to 88 mph, but this fails since the horses' top
speed is approximately 30 mph. Its final trip, from to , is propelled by a stolen steam locomotive
that has Doc's version of "Presto Logs" pressed wood treated with anthracite added to the
boiler to provide the extra power needed to push the car up to 88 mph. Marty and Doc make the
run on a flat, straight section of track leading to an unfinished bridge; once the car reaches 88
mph, the Mr. Fusion unit provides the power required to activate the flux capacitor and make the
jump through time. He uses the old tires and a wooden support to cushion the locomotive's
"cow catcher" and the car's rear end. Since each of the three "Presto Logs" fire at different
intervals with increasing power, Doc installs a boiler temperature gauge on the DeLorean's
dashboard to indicate when the car will experience a sudden burst of acceleration. Upon
reaching the end of the track, the DeLorean disappears to with Marty with Doc staying behind
with Clara while the locomotive falls down the cliff and is destroyed in the explosion. When the
DeLorean makes its final trip to , it lands on the now-completed bridge and coasts to a stop.
Marty bails out seconds before it is struck and destroyed by an oncoming freight train. Later,
Doc and Clara appear in the same location, piloting a new time machine in the form of a
steam-powered train. After picking up Einstein, the couple and their two children depart for an
unknown time period. In the films, the DeLorean time machine is a licensed, registered vehicle
in the state of California, where the films take place. Fusion and the hover conversion Doc either
rebuilds the one destroyed at the end of Part III or he simply builds a new one. He also
seemingly adds the capability to travel through space in addition to time i. The cartoon
DeLorean time machine has many add-ons, including a back seat in normal two-door mode, the
ability to transform into a four-door, a pop-out covered wagon top, a blimp, a rear video screen,
and a voice activated time input. Back to the Future: The Game features a chronal duplicate of

the original DeLorean, which Doc Brown recovered from the timestream after the destruction of
the original. This DeLorean is created at the end of Back to the Future Part II , when the original
time machine was struck by lightning: while the DeLorean itself is sent to , a fully functional
duplicate appears apparently unmanned and undamaged in , where Doc retrieves it with the
Time Train before Griff Tannan could. He later traveled to and sent the Clone DeLorean to to get
Marty to rescue him from before he can be killed by Irving "Kid" Tannan, Biff's father. After
learning of Doc's location, Marty travels to , one day before Doc's death, where he hides the
Clone DeLorean behind a sign. This Clone DeLorean is effectively the same as the Part II one,
including the occasional glitches in the time circuits mostly affecting the last time departed time
display , but with a new automatic retrieval feature that automatically brings the Clone DeLorean
to a set time and location of Doc's choosing every time Doc Brown doesn't return to the car in a
fixed amount of time. The original DeLorean made a brief appearance in Marty's nightmare
where Doc sends it one minute into the future, which copies the events of the first film.
However, the only difference is that it does not return from its one minute trip. After rescuing
Doc and eluding Officer Danny Parker, Marty is forced travel several hours back to rescue his
grandfather Artie Mcfly from Kid to ensure his existence before he and Doc return to , but find
themselves in a dystopian future which was brought into existence due to Kid not being
arrested. Marty and Doc return to to correct the timeline, but their actions resulted in the
creation of a second dystopian future, with Doc disappearing from existence. The Clone
DeLorean is later badly damaged after returning to , Marty crashes the Clone DeLorean into a
billboard and after Marty gets out, the Clone DeLorean falls through the billboard and crashes
onto the ground and then restored by an alternate version of Doc Brown who has never
developed time travel technology, having access to limited notes about the flux capacitor. As
such, the time circuits of the alternate Clone DeLorean become even more glitchy following
their return to resulting in them arriving two months late , accumulating errors as severe as the
interval of time traveled, with increasing damage with every attempt: as such, Citizen Brown, the
alternate version of Doc, has to install a diagnostic console made of materials available in
appearing as a plywood box with a diagnostic lightbulb and three similar bulbs placed on the
coils on the outer body. Apparently, part of the problem is chromium parts becoming unstable
during time travel, according to Citizen Brown. After a falling out between the duo, Citizen
Brown leaves in the alternate Clone DeLorean and picks up Edna Strickland, one of the game's
main villains, having decided to have her help change his younger self's career after learning of
Edna's unhappy future. The original Doc arrives in the original Clone DeLorean as Citizen
Brown disappears from existence due to earlier events in the game; i. Officer Parker nearly
arrests Marty and Doc for allegedly having the car that Edna got away in. After they explain to
him that there is more than one DeLorean, Marty explains to Doc that the alternate Clone
DeLorean had malfunctioning time circuits. To make matters worse, the entire town of Hill
Valley disappears around them; Edna had unwillingly time traveled to After they get information
from Mary, who was really Edna, they go to After they stop the fire that would've burned down
Hill Valley, they chase down Edna, who is trying to get away in the alternate Clone DeLorean.
Marty hoverboards to Edna's DeLorean and synchronizes the two DeLoreans by attaching
signal dishes called flux synchronizers over the diagnostic lightbulbs on Edna's DeLorean and
pointing them at the receiving dish on Doc's DeLorean which was apparently attached to its
front hood recently , which is flying behind the one that Edna is driving. While doing this, Edna
unsuccessfully tries to shake Marty off as he moves around her DeLorean. Their actions result
in Edna's DeLorean suffering minor damages: the rear mirror being damaged, one of its
windshield wipers being torn off, and the Mr. Fusion Reactor being knocked open although
Marty manages to close it. Once Marty finishes this task, he returns to Doc's DeLorean as they
begin their return to , activating the flux capacitor on Edna's DeLorean and making it speed up
to 88 mph with its time circuits set to After they all return to , Edna crashes in front of the police
station and is then arrested by Officer Parker for her crimes. Edna's DeLorean then vanishes
because of the time ripples catching up with them, causing " chronal decay" i. Marty and Doc
return to , where three DeLoreans one normal, one blue, and one black suddenly arrive with
different versions of Marty. The duo leave the Martys arguing before departing to an unknown
time in their own DeLorean. It is implied that the Time Train stays with Clara, Jules, and Verne,
passingly mentioned as enjoying the same nomadic life around the time-stream of Doc, but it is
never seen in the game. In Back to the Future: The Ride , Doc, who now lives in a lab called the
Institute of Future Technology, had created an 8-passenger DeLorean that can fly just like the
original DeLorean which can be seen in the ride and in the outside display and the Time Train
which can only be seen in display outside of the attraction. Unlike the original DeLorean, the
flux capacitor is in the front of the cockpit along with a small screen, the time circuits, the
keypad, and the speedometer. It is also equipped with a sub-ether time-tracking scanner that

allows Doc to pinpoint the location of the original DeLorean in time. Doc can be seen traveling
in the original DeLorean in the ride's queue videos. In the attraction, Biff Tannan who stowed
away in one of the institute's time machines that had recently visited steals the original
DeLorean, prompting Doc to send the riders to the 8-passenger DeLorean and use it to go after
Biff. The ride begins with the 8-passenger DeLorean traveling to Hill Valley where it chases Biff
across the town. Biff and the riders then travel to the Ice Age where the 8-passenger DeLorean
experiences a temporally engine failure after Biff causes an avalanche that damages it. The
8-passenger DeLorean lands in the lava and follows Biff as he goes over a cliff. The riders then
bump into him, sending both DeLoreans back to In a post-credits scene, Clara Clayton, who has
built the Time Train with Doc, reveals to have currently repaired the DeLorean and travels back
to to a farm. In Doc Brown Saves the World , there was a repaired DeLorean time machine which
included new replacement parts from The DeLorean is also seen in a video promoting Doc
Brown Saves the World , and it is unknown as to whether or not a flux capacitor was inside. The
Time Train was a second time machine that appears at the end of Part III, which is powered by
steam instead of gasoline. Doc built it out of a steam locomotive most likely a different one that
Doc either purchased or stole since the one that Marty and Doc used to push the DeLorean up
to 88 mph was destroyed. It took Doc ten years to build it. The flux capacitor is inside the
chimney headlamp at the front of the locomotive. The time circuits appear as rotating dials that
are identical to the DeLorean's time circuits, though are not clearly seen in the film. The sides of
the cabin which display Doc's initials: ELB are capable of opening the same way as the
DeLorean's gullwing doors, but can also deploy stairs that allow people to climb on board. Its
tender also has vents which function the same way as the DeLorean's. How Doc was able to
create the flux capacitor and time circuits for the Time Train in is unexplained, but it is assumed
that Doc used parts from the hoverboard that Marty left behind in and the broken DeLorean that
was buried in the mine to build them it is also implied that Doc may have brought replacement
parts from the future back to , which he left with the broken DeLorean to ensure that Marty and
his counterpart would be able to repair it. Unlike the DeLorean, the external components of the
Time Train were symmetrical on both sides of the vehicle, possibly representing a more
sophisticated grasp of the time travel technology on Doc's part, despite being constructed from
more primitive materials. Interestingly, before the Time Train appeared in , it triggered the bells
and gates on the nearby railroad crossing as if another train was coming. This could mean that
the Time Train is so powerful that it enables a connection with its destination time even before
arriving to that point of time. Following its completion and its first time travel test, Doc and his
family traveled to and beyond to give it a hover conversion, allowing it to fly just like the
DeLorean. When Doc returned to to pick up Einstein and meet up with Marty and Jennifer, he
chose the most likely place that they might be at that given time, the site of the DeLorean's
destruction. After introducing his sons, Jules and Verne, and giving Marty a picture of him and
Doc in , Doc activates the train's flying capabilities and departs to an unknown time. Doc Brown
makes a cameo appearance in the comedy film, A Million Ways to Die in the West in which the
character is discovered in a barn by the protagonist. The rear of the DeLorean is visible, and
Brown quickly moves to cover it up. The DeLorean used for the scene was a replica owned by
the film's director and star, Seth MacFarlane. In Family Guy , the DeLorean appears in three
episodes: the first with Marty Mcfly, Jennifer Parker, and Doc Brown; the second with Peter
Griffin attempting to use it to time travel into the past only to end up crashing into a wall,
wrecking it; and the third during the fight between Peter and Ernie the Chicken Guy where they
hitch a ride on it as it returns to the present time. A black and white version of the DeLorean
appears in one of the Spy vs. Spy cartoons on Mad. In The Simpsons Ride , the DeLorean
appears in the ride's queue videos where Professor Frink uses it to travel into the past to stop
Doc Brown from selling the Institute of Future Technology and accidentally runs over the
banker that would've kept it open. The time machine went through several variations during
production of the first film, Back to the Future. In the first draft of the screenplay, the time
machine was a laser device that was housed in a room. At the end of the first draft the device
was attached to a refrigerator and taken to a nuclear bomb test. Director Robert Zemeckis said
in an interview that the idea was scrapped because he did not want children to start climbing
into refrigerators and getting trapped inside. In the third draft of the film the time machine was a
car, as Zemeckis reasoned that if you were going to make a time machine, you would want it to
be mobile. The original ending of the film Back to the Future was to have Marty outrun a nuclear
explosion at a test site to power the DeLorean's flux capacitor in order to travel back to
However, during the movie's filming, it went overbudget and behind schedule, and Universal
refused to grant the producers any more money, as it couldn't afford the desert location to
shoot such scenario. Ultimately, the power source was changed to the lightning strike at the
clock tower in Hill Valley as a result. Spielberg vetoed the idea, concerned that children might

attempt to climb into one. Paull and Canton, who had worked with him on Blade Runner and
Buckaroo Bonzai , respectively, recruited him. Fink had a project lined up but agreed to help in
the free weeks he had remaining. Three DeLoreans used were purchased from a
collectorâ€”one for stunts, one for special effects, and one for normal shots. He and Zemeckis
simultaneously suggested renaming it the Flux Capacitor. Cobb and Probert had already placed
the Flux Capacitor on the external and interior roof of the DeLorean. Fink placed it next to the
driver. The time display was constructed from LMB boxes. When Fink left, he picked Michael
Scheffe to replace him. Scheffe finished the Flux Capacitor build and built the "Mr. Fusion"
replacement power supply out of a Krups coffee grinder. Halogen lamps were fitted to the tires
to simulate thrusters; the tires were made from aluminum to withstand the heat. The act of the
DeLorean traveling through time is referred to as the "time slice" effect. Zemeckis only knew
that he wanted it to be a violent transition. He described it like a " Neanderthal sitting on the
hood of the DeLorean and chipping away the fabric of time in front of him". An electrical effect
enveloping the car was abandoned because a similar process had been used in the science
fiction film The Terminator Takahashi developed artwork showing the segments popping out
from the DeLorean and glowing. Gale liked the effect, but Zemeckis did not; Spielberg found it
unrealistic. Takahashi animated separate effects like contrails and flashing lights; Zemeckis
opted to use them all. This resulted in the DeLorean appearing to emit various effects that strike
in front of the car to create an explosion that opens the time slice. This was combined with
practical effects including smoke, sparks, and flash-bulbs. The footage was sped up and smoke
added where the car disappeared. Fox and Lloyd were filmed against a reflective mylar blue
screen set to match the car park's wet surface and composited into the trails of fire. Norwood
and Charlie Mullen outlined an animation and Ellen Lichtwardt animated a glow to the vehicle.
The effect is so quick as to be imperceptible. Zemeckis preferred this as he did not want the
audience to think too much about how everything worked. Different parts from three DeLoreans
were used in the first film. Liquid nitrogen was poured onto the car for scenes after it had
travelled through time to give the impression that it was cold. The base for the nuclear reactor
was made from the hubcap from a Dodge Polara. Aircraft parts and blinking lights were added
for effect. In one of the first scenes, carbon dioxide extinguishers were hidden inside the
DeLorean to simulate the exhaust effect. In the off-road scenes in the third film, a
modified-for-off-road VW Beetle frame was fitted to the DeLorean with the whitewall tires and
baby Moon hubcaps. While the original PRV V6 engines were retained in the physical cars for
filming, the film's sound effects artists used the sound of a Porsche V8 and the Star Wars's
landspeeder for the engine sounds in the movie. A number of private auto customizers have
built replicas of the DeLorean time machine. Starting with a stock DeLorean, they added most, if
not all, the props used by the movie producers for the picture cars. In addition to the interior
and exterior props, they feature working indicator lights and switches along with the actual
sounds which duplicate the ones made by the movie car's controls when activated. These
vehicles are, for the most part, roadworthy DeLoreans with stock drivetrains, and are frequently
driven to car shows and Back to the Future -related events. Replicas can range from a minimal
'obligatory mod' - typically in the form of an operational Flux-Capacitor prop on the rear firewall
of an otherwise stock DeLorean, all the way through to complete replicas, as described above.
Kit conversions for DeLoreans are actively sold. Most DeLorean replicas are home made, and as
such do not perfectly replicate the car seen on screen, primarily due to the rarity of some of the
parts. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Back to the Future Virgil Films, 19 July , Archived
from the original on March 20, Where Are They Now? Retrieved Merriam-Webster Feb April 25,
Metric Association, Feb ". April 5, Archived from the original on June 13, Retrieved September
21, Universal Pictures. Archived from the original on August 7, Retrieved September 20,
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on August 4, Retrieved September 10, Box Office Mojo. Archived from the original on December
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from the original on June 24, Retrieved September 1, October 21, Archived from the original on
February 6, March 20, American Cinematographer. Archived from the original on March 28,
Retrieved September 18, Archived from the original on July 1, Retrieved June 12, USA Today.
Archived from the original on September 16, Retrieved September 16, A lightweight, full-size
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Side view of the
DeLorean time machine. Robert Zemeckis Bob Gale. Marty McFly Emmett Brown. Documentary
Back in Time. In October , John DeLorean was videotaped in a sting operation agreeing to
bankroll drug trafficking , but was acquitted on the basis of entrapment. The DeLorean was
memorably featured in the Back to the Future movie trilogy , , and as the model of car made into
a time machine by eccentric scientist Doc Brown , although the company had closed down
before the first movie was made. He was already well known in the automobile industry as a
capable engineer, business innovator, and youngest person to become a General Motors GM
executive. Investment capital came primarily in the form of business loans from Bank of
America and from the formation of partnerships and private investment from select parties,
including The Tonight Show host Johnny Carson and entertainers Roy Clark and Sammy Davis,
Jr. Capital was also raised through a dealer investment program in which dealerships offering
DeLorean's cars for sale were made shareholders in the company. DeLorean also sought
lucrative incentives from governments and economic organizations to pay for manufacturing
facilities by looking to build his first factory in an area of particularly high unemployment. The
British Government was keen to create jobs in Northern Ireland to reduce sectarian violence.
DeLorean was under the impression that the British Government, as part of this offer, would
provide his company with Export Credit financing. Unit production was scheduled to begin in ,
but engineering delays and budget overruns caused the assembly lines to start only in early
Workers at the factory were generally inexperienced; many never had jobs before joining DMC.
This may have contributed to the reported quality issues attributed to the early production
vehicles and the subsequent establishment of Quality Assurance Centers QAC located at
various delivery locations. QACs were set up in California , New Jersey and Michigan where
some of the quality issues were to be addressed and resolved before delivery to dealerships.
Some of the issues related to the fitting of body panels, higher-output alternators , and gullwing
door adjustments. By , improvements in components and the more experienced workforce
meant that production quality was vastly improved. Disputes between dealerships and
customers arose later because many dealerships refused to do warranty work because they
were not reimbursed. The lack of demand, cost overruns , and unfavorable exchange rates
began to take their toll on DMC's cash flow in late The company had estimated its break-even
point to be between 10, and 12, units, but sales were only around 6, John DeLorean lobbied the
British government for aid, but was refused unless he was able to find a matching amount from
other investors. The key element of evidence for the prosecution was a videotape showing
DeLorean discussing the drugs deal with undercover FBI agents Benedict Ben Tisa and West,
although DeLorean's attorney Howard Weitzman successfully demonstrated to the court that he
was coerced into participation in the deal by the agents who initially approached him as
legitimate investors. He was acquitted of all charges, but his reputation was forever tarnished.
After his trial and subsequent acquittal, DeLorean quipped, "Would you buy a used car from
me? In the end, sufficient funds could not be raised to keep the company alive. The British
government attempted to revive some usable remnants of the manufacturing facility without
success, and the Dunmurry factory was closed. DeLorean himself retired in New Jersey , and
the dream with which he had mesmerized Britain's Labour government, of industry rising out of
the ashes of The Troubles in Northern Ireland , was shattered. He claimed that the DMCL was
deliberately closed for political reasons, and at the time of closing was a solidly viable company
with millions of dollars in the bank and two years of dealer orders on the books. Approximately
9, cars were made between January and December , although actual production figures are
unclear and estimates differ. Some of the cars manufactured in , but not shipped to the states
as the US arm of DMC had no money to 'buy' the cars from the factory in Northern Ireland , with
15XXX and 16XXX Vehicle Identification Numbers are actually models that were given later VINs,
dated , by Consolidated International now known as Big Lots , a company that had a buyback
program with DMC and had bought out the remaining unsold cars and also the inventory of
unused parts left in the factory after the bankruptcy. The DeLorean assembly plant was
eventually occupied by the French automotive supplier Montupet, which began to manufacture
cast aluminum cylinder heads for automobile engines at the Dunmurry facility in Reception was
mixed. Some dealerships painted their cars to make them distinctive. DMC tested translucent
paint for different color options while allowing the stainless steel grain to show through, but no
cars were sold with factory painted body panels. The only factory option initially available was
automatic transmission. A grey interior was offered later in as an alternative to the standard
black. Accessories such as pinstriping and luggage racks provided further individuality. A
DeLorean was prominently featured in the film Back to the Future and its two sequels, in which
it was converted into a time machine. The DeLorean time machine entered popular culture and
played a major role in the popularity of the model. A stretched version of the DeLorean, the DMC

would have been a 4-seater sedan version retaining the shape and gull-wing doors of the
DeLorean. Several designs were drafted. One design, a 2-door, had the doors and cabin
stretched to allow rear entry and rear seating. Another design had a separate set of rear doors.
The 4-door design was produced as a rolling mock-up by ItalDesign based on the Lancia
Medusa concept car. A tubular steel frame prototype DMC utility vehicle , the DMC , was
produced, and the company produced a promotional video to attract investors to the project.
There would have been two versions; one a dedicated off-roader, the other road legal. The
company produced a promotional brochure for public transit corporations. The bus would have
been an Americanized German low-floor bus produced in the United States. A large number of
the original cars are still on the road after over 35 years; most estimates put it at 6, cars
surviving out of just over 9, built. There is an active enthusiast community around the cars, with
strong owners' clubs. A number of businesses were set up after the demise of DMC to provide
parts and service, and most of those are still in existence. It purchased the parts surplus from
Consolidated International and offers aftermarket parts to replace exhausted stock. Many
aftermarket improvements have been offered over time to address some of the flaws in the
original production cars, and to improve performance. A common opinion of the car is that in
stock form it is somewhat underpowered, and a variety of solutions have been implemented,
from complete engine swaps either to a larger PRV engine , or to completely different engines
such as the Cadillac Northstar engine , turbocharger kits single or twin-turbo , down to simpler
solutions such as improved exhausts and other normal engine tuning work. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. This article is about the original company. Defunct American automobile
manufacturer. This article includes a list of general references , but it remains largely unverified
because it lacks sufficient corresponding inline citations. Please help to improve this article by
introducing more precise citations. March Learn how and when to remove this template
message. Retrieved Bloomberg Businessweek. Los Angeles Times. BBC News. April 1, You can
still buy a brand new DeLorean, straight from the factory. Popular Mechanics. Build of the Week.
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cars. However, production delays meant that DMC's first car did not reach the consumer market
until , where a depressed buying market was compounded by lukewarm reviews from critics
and the public. Hoffman had approached DeLorean, a man whom he barely knew with no prior
criminal record, and DeLorean was able to successfully defend himself at trial under the
procedural defense of police entrapment. The trial ended in a not guilty verdict in August , by
which time DMC had declared bankruptcy and shut down. By the time John was born, Zachary
had found employment as a union organizer at the Ford Motor Company factory in nearby
Highland Park. His poor English skills and lack of education prevented him from higher-paid
work. When not required at Ford, he occasionally worked as a carpenter. DeLorean's mother
was a fellow Hungarian citizen of Hungarian origin. DeLorean's parents divorced in John
subsequently saw little of his father, who moved into a boarding house , becoming a solitary
and estranged drug addict. DeLorean attended Detroit's public grade schools and was then
accepted into Cass Technical High School , a technical high school for Detroit's honor students,
where he signed up for the electrical curriculum. DeLorean found the Cass experience
exhilarating, and he excelled at his studies. The small college was the alma mater of some of the
automobile industry's best engineers. World War II interrupted his studies. In , DeLorean was
drafted for military service and served three years in the U. Army [16] and received an honorable
discharge. He returned to Detroit to find his mother and siblings in economic difficulty. He
worked as a draftsman for the Public Lighting Commission for a year and a half to improve his
family's financial status, then returned to Lawrence to finish his degree. While back in college,
he worked part-time at Chrysler and at a local body shop, foreshadowing his later contributions
to the automotive industry. Instead of immediately entering the engineering workforce after
earning his degree, DeLorean sold life insurance. DeLorean states in his autobiography that he

sold life insurance to improve his communication skills. A foreman at Chrysler's engineering
garage recommended that DeLorean applies for work at Chrysler and DeLorean agreed.
Chrysler ran a post-graduate educational facility named the Chrysler Institute of Engineering,
which allowed DeLorean to advance his education while gaining real-world experience in
automotive engineering. He briefly attended the Detroit College of Law , but did not graduate. In
, DeLorean graduated from the Chrysler Institute with a master's degree in Automotive
Engineering and joined Chrysler 's engineering team. DeLorean quickly gained the attention of
his new employer with an improvement to the Ultramatic automatic transmission, giving it an
improved torque converter and dual-drive ranges; it was launched as the "Twin-Ultramatic".
Packard was experiencing financial difficulties when DeLorean joined, because of the changing
post-World War II automotive market. While Ford , General Motors , and Chrysler had begun
producing affordable mainstream products designed to cater to the rising postwar middle class,
Packard clung to their pre-World War II era notions of high-end, precisely engineered luxury
cars. This exclusive philosophy was to take its toll on profitability. However, it proved to have a
positive effect on DeLorean's attention to engineering detail, and after four years at Packard he
became McFarland's successor as head of research and development. While still a profitable
company, Packard suffered alongside other independents as it struggled to compete when Ford
and General Motors engaged in a price war. James Nance, president of Packard, decided to
merge the company with Studebaker Corporation in Kelley , vice president of engineering at
General Motors , a man whom DeLorean greatly admired. Kelley called to offer DeLorean his
choice of a job in any of five divisions of GM. Knudsen was the son of the former president of
GM, William Knudsen, who was called away from his post to head the war mobilization
production effort at the request of President Roosevelt. DeLorean and Knudsen quickly became
close friends, and DeLorean eventually cited Knudsen as a major influence and mentor.
DeLorean's years of engineering at Pontiac were successful, producing dozens of patented
innovations for the company, and in he was promoted to the position of division chief engineer.
As a slightly bigger Chevrolet, the Pontiac brand reached third place in total annual industry
sales in the United States. This marked the beginning of Pontiac's renaissance as GM's
performance division instead of its previous position with no clear brand identity. The car and
its popularity continued to grow in the following years. At the age of 40, DeLorean had broken
the record for youngest division head at GM and was determined to continue his string of
successes. Adapting to the frustrations that he perceived in the executive offices was a difficult
transition for him. DeLorean believed there was an undue amount of infighting at GM between
division heads, and several of Pontiac's advertising campaign themes met with internal
resistance, such as the "Tiger" campaign used to promote the GTO and other Pontiac models in
and In addition, there was Ed Cole 's decision to ban multiple carburetors , a method of
enhancing engine performance used by Pontiac since , starting with two 4-barrel carburetors
"2x4 bbl" and Tri-Power three 2-barrel carburetors "3x2 bbl" since In response to the "pony car"
market dominated by the wildly successful Ford Mustang , DeLorean asked GM executives for
permission to market a smaller version of the Pontiac Banshee show car for DeLorean's version
was rejected because of GM's concern that his design would take away sales from the Corvette
, their flagship performance vehicle. Their focus was on the new Camaro design. Pontiac
developed its version, and the Firebird was introduced for the model year. Shortly after the
Firebird's introduction, DeLorean turned his attention to the development of an all-new Grand
Prix, the division's personal luxury car based on the full-sized Pontiac line since Sales were
sagging by this time, however, but the model would have its own distinct body shell with
drivetrain and chassis components from the intermediate-sized Pontiac A-body Tempest,
LeMans, GTO. DeLorean knew Pontiac Division couldn't finance the new car alone, so he went
to his former boss Pete Estes and asked to share the cost of development with Pontiac, having
a one-year exclusivity before Chevrolet would release the Monte Carlo. The deal was done. The
Pontiac Grand Prix featured sharp bodylines and a 6-foot-long 1. The interior included a
wraparound cockpit-style instrument panel, bucket seats and center console. The new model
offered a sportier, high performance, somewhat smaller, and lower-priced alternative to the
other personal luxury cars then on the market, such as the Ford Thunderbird , Buick Riviera ,
Lincoln Continental Mark III , and Oldsmobile Toronado. The Grand Prix production ended up at
over , units, far higher than the 32, Grand Prix units built from the full-sized Pontiac body.
During his time at Pontiac, DeLorean had begun to enjoy the freedom and celebrity that came
with his position and spent a good deal of his time traveling to locations around the world to
support promotional events. His frequent public appearances helped to solidify his image as a
"rebel" corporate businessman with his trendy dress style and casual banter. Even as General
Motors experienced revenue declines, Pontiac remained highly profitable under DeLorean, and
despite his growing reputation as a corporate maverick, on February 15, , he was again

promoted. This time it was to head up the prestigious Chevrolet division, General Motors'
flagship marque. He was ubiquitous in popular culture. At a time when business executives
were typically conservative, low-key individuals in three-piece suits, DeLorean wore long
sideburns and unbuttoned shirts. DeLorean was a limited partner in a pair of American
professional sports franchises. DeLorean continued his jet-setting lifestyle and was often seen
hanging out in business and entertainment celebrity circles. He became friends with James T.
The executive offices of General Motors headquarters continued to clash with DeLorean's
nonconformity. When he was appointed, Chevrolet was having financial and organizational
troubles, and GM president Ed Cole needed a manager in that position to sort things out. The
new model Camaro was due out for the model year, and it was rapidly falling behind schedule.
Redesigns for the Corvette and Nova were also delayed, and unit sales had still not recovered
from the past four years of turmoil, much of that because of the bad publicity surrounding the
Corvair and well-publicized quality-control issues affecting other Chevy models, including
defective motor mounts that led to an unprecedented recall of 6. DeLorean responded to the
production problems by delaying the release of the Camaro and simplifying the modifications to
the Corvette and Nova. He used the extra time to streamline Chevrolet's production overhead
and reduce assembly costs. By , Chevrolet was experiencing record sales in excess of 3 million
vehicles, and his division alone was nearly matching that of the entire Ford Motor Company.
The Vega was assigned to Chevrolet by corporate management, specifically by GM president Ed
Cole , just weeks before DeLorean's arrival as Chevrolet division's general manager. He stated,
"the first cars, from a manufacturing standpoint, were well built. Their main goal was to cut
costs and more than workers were laid off, many of whom were additional inspectors. This led
to assembly-line vandalism, with workers intentionally slowing the line, leaving off parts and
installing others improperly. Incomplete and often non-functioning cars soon filled the factory
lot, which then had to be reprocessed and repaired by a team assigned to this task by
DeLorean. A one-month strike followed, and dealers did not receive enough cars for the demand
in DeLorean regrouped for the model year with Vega sales of , In , DeLorean was appointed to
the position of vice president of car and truck production for the entire General Motors line, [16]
and his eventual rise to president seemed inevitable. However, the idea of him assuming that
position was almost intolerable to GM executives, and on April 2, , he announced that he was
leaving the company, telling the press, "I want to do things in the social area. I have to do them,
and unfortunately the nature of our business just didn't permit me to do as much as I wanted.
GM was a major contributor to the group and agreed to continue his salary while he remained
president of NAB. DeLorean was sharply critical of the direction GM had taken by the start of
the s, as well as objecting to the idea of using rebates to sell cars:. A car should make people's
eyes light up when they step into the showroom. Rebates are merely a way of convincing
customers to buy bland cars they're not interested in. The car entered into production as the
DeLorean. The car's body distinctively used stainless steel and featured gull-wing doors.
Renault was contracted to build the factory, which employed over 2, workers at its peak
production. The engine was made by Renault, while Lotus designed the chassis and bodywork
details. The Dunmurry factory eventually turned out around 9, cars [31] during 21 months of
operation. In total, only 4 were actually purchased. Production delays meant the DeLorean did
not reach the consumer market until January [33] nearly a decade after the company was
founded , and in the interim, the new car market had slumped considerably due to the US
economic recession. This was compounded by unexpectedly lukewarm reviews from critics and
the public, who generally felt the uniqueness of the DeLorean's styling did not compensate for
the higher price and lower horsepower relative to other sport coupes on the market. While
interest in the DeLorean quickly dwindled, competing models with lower price tags and more
powerful engines such as the Chevrolet Corvette sold in record numbers during â€”81 in spite
of the ongoing recession. After going into receivership in February , DMC produced another 2,
cars until John DeLorean's arrest in late October, at which point liquidation proceedings were
undertaken and the factory was seized by the British government for good. After DeLorean left
General Motors, Patrick Wright, author and former Business Week reporter, approached him
with the idea of writing a book based on his experiences there. DeLorean agreed to dictate his
recollections for Wright, who wrote the book. On October 19, , DeLorean was charged by the US
government with trafficking cocaine following a videotaped sting operation in which he was
recorded by undercover federal agents agreeing to bankroll a cocaine smuggling operation.
Taken together, these two elements allowed DeLorean to successfully defend himself at trial
with the procedural defense of police entrapment. DeLorean's lawyers successfully argued that
the FBI and DEA had unfairly targeted and illegally entrapped DeLorean [37] when they allowed
Hoffman an active FBI informant who only knew DeLorean casually to randomly solicit
DeLorean into a criminal conspiracy simply because he was known to be financially vulnerable.

Her call log proved that Hoffman made the initial call. DeLorean was found not guilty on August
16, , [38] but by then DMC had already collapsed into bankruptcy and DeLorean's reputation as
a businessman was irrevocably tarnished. When asked after his acquittal if he planned to
resume his career in the auto industry, DeLorean bitterly quipped, "Would you buy a used car
from me? On September 21, , DeLorean was indicted on charges he defrauded investors and
committed tax evasion by diverting millions of dollars raised for the company to himself. On
November 1, , DeLorean filed U. In the years before his death, DeLorean planned to resurrect his
car company and gave interviews describing a new vehicle called the DMC2. According to his
family, he spent a lot of time in his last years working on this new venture. The DeLorean Motor
Company name was subsequently owned by a Texas-based firm that provided parts and
professional restoration to DeLorean owners. Although John DeLorean was not involved in the
business, its vice president James Espey spoke with him on the phone once a month. DeLorean
was married four times. DeLorean adopted a son whom he named Zachary Tavio, 14 months old
at the time of his marriage to model Cristina Ferrare , who co-adopted Zachary. He and Sally
stayed married until his death in DeLorean appeared in a magazine advertisement for Cutty Sark
whisky the year before his arrest and the collapse of his company. It was captioned: "One out of
every new businesses succeeds. Here's to those who take the odds. In , DeLorean declared
personal bankruptcy after fighting some 40 legal cases following the collapse of DeLorean
Motor Company. According to his autobiography, both DeLorean and former wife Cristina
Ferrare became born-again Christians following the entrapment controversy. DeLorean through
the display, interpretation, conservation, and preservation of DeLorean vehicles, archives, and
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Newsletter GalaxyQuest. The DeLorean time machine was Dr. Emmett Brown 's most successful
invention, a plutonium -powered time machine comprised of a DeLorean DMC sports car that
had to reach 88 miles per hour in order to time travel. On November 5 , , Doc was standing on
the edge of his toilet , while hanging a clock in his bathroom. But the porcelain was wet, making
Doc slip, fall and hit his head on the sink. When Doc came to, he had a vision of the flux
capacitor in his head, and drew a crude schematic diagram as well as scrawling some hurried
calculations. The capacitor was constructed afterward and completed in Doc and Marty stand in
the fire trails left behind by the DeLorean on the first test. Doc Brown revealed his creation to
his friend Marty McFly at Twin Pines Mall , in the early morning of October 26 , , and for its first
test, Doc sent his dog Einstein one minute into the future. The sequence of events that followed
were as so; after Doc revved up the engine to 65 m. A faint glow developed at the front of the
car and then engulfed the vehicle. The coils lit up, internal circuits glowed, and the flux
capacitor fired rapidly. Suddenly the car seemed to explode just before it hit Doc and Marty. Fire
trails then scorched the pavement where the vehicle would have passed through, completing
the temporal displacement sequence. For Einstein, the trip was instantaneous, but to Marty and

Doc they had to wait exactly one minute to catch up to Einstein in the timeline. In the meantime,
Marty asked why a DeLorean was used. Doc explained that it needed some style and implied
that the stainless steel construction of the car helped it in temporal displacement. But Doc
didn't fully explain why because the watch he was wearing at the time beeped, warning him that
the DeLorean's return was only seconds away. The car suddenly appeared where Doc and Marty
were standing and screeched to a halt as a frozen shell. Supercooled from traveling through
time, the gullwing door was troublesome for Doc to open while using his hands. Inside the car,
Einstein was unharmed, much to the surprise of Marty. Doc then showed Marty the interior and
its controls. While inputting dates on the keypad, Doc used July 4 , the date the American
declaration of Independence was signed and December 25 , the date of the birth of Christ as
examples, before inputting "a red-letter date in the history of science, November 5 , ". From
there he left the cockpit of the DeLorean and reminisced about the past, particularly about Old
Man Peabody owning the land that is now Twin Pines Mall and his pine tree farm. Soon after a
new pellet of plutonium was inserted into the time machine, the Libyan terrorists who he stole
the plutonium from intervened in a Volkswagen Station Wagon and shot Doc dead. Marty ran
into the DeLorean to try to escape the Libyans. Marty accidentally turned the time circuits still
set to on while shifting, and as he avoided being destroyed by a rocket-propelled grenade , he
sped up to 88 and entered temporal displacement. Suddenly, Marty went from a mall parking lot
in , to a field in , and the DeLorean crashed into a scarecrow and then the Peabodys' barn. A
radiation suit -clad Marty trips as he leaves the DeLorean. For a moment, Marty was stunned,
and the Peabody family ran from their house to the barn to investigate. Believing that the
vehicle was from another world, they screamed in horror as Marty lifted the gullwing door and
stepped out, dressed in a radiation suit. Marty was almost shot from the buckshot of Otis
Peabody's shotgun , and ran back to the safety of the time machine, floored the accelerator, and
smashed through the doors of the barn. After escaping from Peabody's shotgun, the car ran
over one of the two pines that Peabody had been growing. This was the first effect of Marty's
trip into the past that would alter the future the "Twin Pines Mall" would become the "Lone Pine
Mall". Marty pulled the DeLorean onto a highway that ran by the future site of Lyon Estates. He
immediately stopped and viewed the undeveloped land stretch far out into the distance,
questioning whether or not it was a dream. A meter in the DeLorean indicated that it was out of
plutonium , and the car shut down. Marty failed to get it running again and decided to hide the
DeLorean behind the Lyon Estates sign, covered by a few shrubs, and walked the two miles to
town. After convincing the Doc that he was indeed from the future, Marty and Doc went back to
the site to recover the time machine. Doc opened the door and turned on the flux capacitor
which he had envisioned after his fall earlier that day. The DeLorean was driven back to Doc's
garage where it was hidden under a tarpaulin until the night of the thunderstorm, November On
the 12th, Doc brought the time machine to Courthouse Square in downtown Hill Valley, and
started working on the cable assembly that would harness the impending lightning strike.
Arriving late, Marty was briefed by Doc, just as the storm moved in and took down a tree. Marty
drove the DeLorean to the starting line at the Bluebird Motel , and inserted a tall connecting
hook into the flux capacitor. He then waited for the alarm to go off while Doc reconnected the
cable, and decided to reset the controls to arrive 11 minutes earlier than scheduled. With that,
the engine suddenly died, and left Marty trying to restart it. Marty finally and unexpectedly
succeeded in restarting the engine after head-butting the horn in frustration, and took off. In ,
Red the Bum was awoken by the sonic boom of the DeLorean, followed by the sound of a crash
at the Town Theater. Marty jumped out of the icy time machine to check out downtown and to
verify that he had gotten back to the future, and back to his normal year of Returning to the car
to save Doc, Marty tried to drive off and the engine died once again. This was the last time in the
trilogy that it had done so. The Libyans passed him on the street, and Marty ran back to the
mall. There, he saw the first DeLorean make the jump to , with the terrorists' van crashing into a
photo booth. Originally believing he was too late, Marty was in grief, then surprise. Doc
recovered, and revealed that he was wearing a bulletproof vest , having read the warning letter
that Marty had written 30 years earlier. Doc told Marty he would go roughly 30 years into the
future, "a nice round number". Doc backed the DeLorean up with enough room to reach 88 mph
on the street and vanished in three sonic booms. While in the future, Doc decided to give the
DeLorean a now standard hover conversion. To afford this, he traveled back to , and bought
several copies of Action Comics 1. At some point, he discovered that Marty's children were
destined to accidentally go to prison, which would eventually destroy the McFly family. Doc
returned to the McFly residence, the morning after he left. Marty had discovered that his life had
changed for the better. His visiting girlfriend Jennifer Parker , and he, were interrupted by the
sonic boom and wind blast. The newly upgraded DeLorean knocked over some trashcans, and a
futuristically-garbed Doc emerged from the vehicle. Doc made use of his upgraded time

machine by adding garbage to the Mr. Fusion as fuel. Plutonium was no longer needed after the
trip to the future. Doc told Marty and Jennifer of their future family, and the trouble that
occurred or would occur with their children. The DeLorean lifted off the ground and its wheels
folded providing thrust. The rear louver then propelled it forward down the street, and Doc
turned the car around to get the speed needed to make temporal displacement. This entire
sequence was witnessed by Biff Tannen in the McFly driveway. The time machine entered
October 21 , , then descended through the clouds into a busy skyway , nearly in the wrong lane
of multilevel traffic. Doc pulled off onto an exit ramp to downtown Hill Valley. Biff followed Doc
and Marty in a taxi cab, and while the DeLorean was parked outside Hilldale , Biff stole it and
went back to to hand the Grays Sports Almanac that Doc had thrown away to his younger self,
thus altering history. In a matter of minutes, Biff returned the vehicle in the same position;
however, he was feeling the effects of changing history. In pain, he left the silver-colored bag
and receipt for the almanac, as well as the top of his cane which broke off in the DeLorean when
he doubled over. Getting out of view, Biff slumped to the ground and faded from existence
behind a parked car. Doc and Marty, unaware that anything had happened, returned to the time
machine with Jennifer and headed back for By this time it was too late to prevent the changing
of the timeline. Flying at a high altitude, the DeLorean was nearly hit by an airliner in the sky.
The time circuits began to malfunction as well, indicating temporarily. After discovering the
truth behind the alternate , Doc and Marty left Einstein in Doc's garage, and Jennifer at her
house, where time would alter around them pending a change in the past. They traveled back to
November 12 , , the date that Biff revealed to have been the day he had gotten the almanac. Doc
parked the time machine behind the same sign that Marty hid it the first time in As Doc left Lyon
Estates, the car had hooked onto some of the pennants on the sign. Doc and Marty followed Biff
in his car, and hovered over him, until Marty thought of using the hoverboard to get closer.
Marty grabbed the almanac after some fighting, but was faced with being in the middle of a long
tunnel from which to escape. At the end of the tunnel, Doc dropped the string of pennants that
he had hooked onto earlier, and Marty grabbed the rope in time to prevent himself from getting
run over by Biff who crashed, for the second time in a week, into a manure truck. Returning to
Lyon Estates to destroy the almanac, Doc lowered Marty onto the ground, but deemed it unsafe
to land the DeLorean in the storm. Marty successfully burned the almanac in an old bucket,
reverting all effects that had been created by Biff. The celebration was short-lived; lightning
struck a tree close to Marty, who warned Doc about getting struck himself. In the next instant,
however, lightning struck the DeLorean as feared, spinning it up to 88 mph thus creating the fire
trails in the shape of backward 9's , scrambling the circuits, and sent Doc and the DeLorean
back to January 1 , [1]. Less than a minute later, a man, representing Western Union , appeared
on the rainy street and handed Marty a letter. The letter , from Doc, had been held in their
possession for over 70 years, with instructions for delivery to that exact position, at that exact
moment, to that exact person â€” Marty. Marty ran back downtown, arriving just moments after
his other self was going back to the future, and after the temporal displacement, he encountered
Doc, who then fainted. An unused photo of Doc and Marty uncovering the DeLorean inside the
mine. Note the car's tires are intact. The letter, read the next morning by Doc, stated that the
DeLorean was buried in the Delgado Mine , and provided repair instructions on fixing the time
circuits with parts. It was now Marty's mission to save Doc in the past, and bring him back to
the future as well. Doc replaced the rotting tires with new whitewall tires and, working from the
schematic diagram provided with the repair instructions, replaced all the broken instruments
with era vacuum tubes and other components. He also put gasoline in the tank, since Doc had
to drain all the fluids from the car, including the gas, before putting it into long-term storage.
Doc set the time circuits to the day after his counterpart sent the letter on September 1. Marty
hesitated to drive at the screen because of a wall with Indians painted on it; but as Marty
reached 88 mph, the wall was gone, but was replaced with real, , Pohatchee Indians, who
chased after the DeLorean, which Marty hid in a bear cave. Marty avoided the Indians, and the U.
Cavalry that was chasing them, but discovered that an Indian had shot an arrow into the engine
of the DeLorean. Upon removing the arrow, Marty accidentally tears a hole in the fuel line of the
car. He pays it no mind as he is chased out of the cave by the bear living there at the time, and
fell down the hill and landed on the property of his Irish ancestors. The DeLorean was recovered
by Doc, but there was no gasoline available in to replace the fuel that had leaked out. Fusion
could refuel the DeLorean. Doc said that was impossible as the engine always ran on gasoline
and Mr. Fusion only powered the flux capacitor and the flight circuits. On the night of
September 6 , Doc placed the car onto the track. Their plan was successfully enacted on
September 7 , and though Marty was sent back to , Doc and Clara Clayton remained in the past.
The DeLorean is destroyed by the Alco S6 locomotive. Back in , the DeLorean traveled along the
railroad tracks for about a mile until it came to rest on the track outside Hilldale. Immediately,

Marty was stunned to see a modern locomotive barreling towards him, and escaped from the
DeLorean just before it was destroyed by the train. After it had passed by, Marty gazed at the
time circuits and flux capacitor in shock just as they flickered on and then off for the last time.
Marty and Jennifer, who had remained on her porch, both went through the wreckage. Then,
peculiarly, the railroad crossing's bells sounded and its gates went down. No trains were to be
seen. This was Doc's way to return without the aid of the DeLorean. After introducing Marty and
Jennifer to the two new members of the family, Jules and Verne , Doc handed Marty a gift â€”
the photograph of them standing in front of the clock â€” and gave some words of advice before
leaving to times unknown. Just before its destruction, the DeLorean can be seen to have parts
from every time period it has been in. Inside the time machine was also a walkie-talkie from A.
Six months after the destruction of the DeLorean, another DeLorean time machine, nearly
identical to the one used previously by Marty and Doc, appeared outside of Doc's garage. Upon
following Einstein's clues to the source of the time machine, Marty drove it back to , where he
found Doc in jail for allegedly blowing up a speakeasy. Doc told Marty that the DeLorean he had
been driving was a temporal duplicate , created when the DeLorean was struck by lightning ; the
original going seventy years back to , and the other version seventy years forward to Doc went
forward in time with the Jules Verne Train , recovered the second DeLorean, fixed it up, and
began traveling again. Doc also installed a program that would activate upon Doc not returning
to the vehicle within a certain length of time. This automatic retrieval feature allowed the
DeLorean to return to a set time and location of Doc's choosing. Around , Doc Brown and his
family returned to Hill Valley in the Train and settled down in the present. Marty had, by now,
been attending Hill Valley College , and he visited the Brown family regularly. The DeLorean was
rebuilt with added features , including a new audio receptive series of time circuits, submersible
capabilities, a pincer, and having the ability to fold into a compact suitcase-sized box which still
weighed as much as the car at 2, pounds [4]. The greatest improvement to the DeLorean was
the addition of spatial displacement , which allowed the car to travel not only through time, but
through space as well. Soon after, Doc built additional DeLoreans for use by the Institute of
Future Technology , with the original being placed on display right outside the building. One
version of the DeLorean was stolen by Edna Strickland who took it back to to light Beauregard
Tannen's half-finished saloon on fire, accidentally burning down Hill Valley and the DeLorean in
the process. When Doc and Marty arrive at her residence in the newly created B , the vehicle is a
rusted hulk of metal on Edna's property. A rack of vacuum tubes and other components
strapped to the hood replaces the time control microchip. The base of the DeLorean's nuclear
reactor was constructed from a hubcap of a Dodge Polara. Since all American models of the
actual DMC had speedometers that only read up to 85 miles per hour, a modified instrument
cluster was installed, with a speedometer that reached A law from the administration of
President Jimmy Carter prescribed that automobile speedometers could not read more than 85
m. The Wolfram Alpha computational knowledge engine defines a "delorean" as a unit of power
equal to 1. See: " speed cheetah ". In the game Borderlands there is an achievement on the
Xbox version entitled "1. Sonic's way of time traveling is similar to Back to the Future. In Grand
Theft Auto Online: Doomsday Heist, a weaponized version of the Delorean named the, "Deluxo"
was introducted and like the Time Machine, it can fly and hover but it also comes equipped with
machine guns and homing missiles. However, the Deluxo doesn't have the time machine
equipment like the movie. Parzival uses the DeLorean to win the race that is the first challenge
and then speeds through the battlefield in the car during the final battle. The DeLorean is
destroyed by MechaGodzilla during the final battle. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't
have an account? Start a Wiki. Marty : " Wait a minute. Wait a minute. Doc, uh Are you telling me
you built a time machine Besides, the stainless steel construction makes the flux dispersal â€”
look out!!! Note: The following section is considered non-canon or is disputed in canonicity.
Non-canon or disputable information ends here. Main article: World's first temporal
displacement. Futurepedia has a collection of images and media related to DeLorean time
machine. The car with Doc lost its ability to fly, whereas the other one retained the trait.
Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. The DeLorean's
body is comprised of stainless steel body panels over a fiberglass body. The stainless steel
panels are very thin and not as heavy or thick as most people think they are. No special care is
needed in keeping the body looking beautiful. It is maintained about the same way you clean
your stainless kitchen sink. Minor scratches and scuff marks are readily removed with a
"Scotchbrite" pad by rubbing with the original grain of the panels. The only precaution is to
minimize any rubbing across the grain of the panels as this may scuff them. The best advice to
keep the stainless steel in good condition is to keep your DeLorean clean and avoid using metal
abrasives when rubbing out scuff marks. The owners manual advises "Wash panels with warm
water and low suds detergent. Stains of tar or grease may be removed with gasoline or white

mineral spirits. These are not difficult to come by and there are numerous service centers
especially the larger original dealerships that have this expertise. The panels come easily off the
car and are therefore easy to work with in the event of a dent. Minor dents can be readily
removed by those skilled in working with stainless steel, but catastrophic crashes require panel
replacement. Those skilled in working with stainless steel tell me that dents can often be
removed with nothing but the proper application of heat. The stainless steel panels are not
indestructible and some seemingly harmless acts may result in severe damage to the finish.
Contrary to popular belief, SOS pads or steel wool damages the stainless steel. Steel wool
leaves small metal particles from the steel wool embedded in the grain of the stainless steel
which rusts -- giving the impression that the stainless steel is rusting. Also metal abrasives SOS
pads act as reducing agents, chemically reacting with the outer oxidation layer of the stainless
panels and destroying some of their stainless properties. Iron compounds in general react with
the steel -- bleeding on your car or leaving a slice of bologne on your hood may cause
persistent blemishes that are difficult or impossible to remove. Although very resistant to nitric
acid, SS is not very resistant to phosphoric and some other acids. This wiki. This wiki All wikis.
Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Maintenance [ edit edit source ] No special care is
needed in keeping the body looking beautiful. Categories :. Cancel Save. Fan Feed. Universal
Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Template:Infobox Celebrity. He was most
well known for developing the Pontiac GTO muscle car , the DeLorean DMC sports car , which
was later featured in the movie Back to the Future , and his high profile arrest on charges of
drug trafficking , which preceded the demise of his automobile manufacturing company. He
successfully defended these charges, showing that his alleged involvement was a result of
entrapment by federal agents. It was a three-bedroom abode in a tough, lower-middle-class
neighborhood. A millwright by trade, Zachary DeLorean was an immigrant from Romania. The
youngest of thirteen children, he came to America when he was twenty, spending time in
Montana and Gary, Indiana before moving to Michigan. His limited command of the English
language, combined with his almost total lack of education relegated him to toil at menial and
low paying appointments at the factory. When no work was to be found at Ford, he occasionally
took jobs as a carpenter around town. Despite this propensity for drunken violence
Template:Fact , John enjoyed spending time with his father working on the Model A in the yard,
and simple woodworking projects that Zachary would undertake. John's mother, Kathryn, was
an immigrant from Hungary , and was employed mainly at the Carboloy Products Division of
General Electric through much of John's early life. She would also take work wherever it could
be found to supplement the family's meager income. She generally tolerated her husband's
erratic behavior, but during several of the worst times of Zachary's violent tendencies, she
would take her sons to live with her sister in Los Angeles, California and would stay there for a
year or so at a time. The DeLoreans certainly did not live in opulence, but in depression-era
terms, things undoubtedly could have been much worse. There was never a lack of food or
clothing around the house, and the family was able to afford a few small luxuries like the music
lessons that helped John earn scholarships to the better schools in Detroit. In , Zachary and
Kathryn were divorced , and John subsequently saw little of his father, who moved in to a
boarding house only to become a solitary and estranged full-blown alcoholic. Several years
after the divorce, John went to visit him, and found his father so impaired by drinking that he
could barely communicate. John attended Detroit's public grade schools, and was then
accepted into Cass Technical High School , a technical high school for Detroit's honor students.
There he signed up for the electrical curriculum. The young DeLorean found the Cass
experience to be exhilarating, and excelled at his studies. DeLorean's excellent academic record
combined with his talents in music netted him a scholarship at Lawrence Institute of
Technology now known as Lawrence Technological University , a small but illustrious Detroit
college that was alma mater of some of the area's best draftsmen and designers. There again he
excelled in the study of industrial engineering , and was elected to the school's Honor Society.
World War II interrupted his studies. In , DeLorean was drafted for military service and served
three years in the U. Army before being honorably discharged, when he returned to Detroit to
find his mother and siblings in economic difficulty due to the strains of Kathryn's single
income. John went to work for the Public Lighting Commission for a year and a half in order to
put his family on firmer financial ground before resuming at Lawrence to finish his degree. His
return to college saw his candidacy for Student Council President end in defeat, but he was
quick to print a witty self-deprecating concession in the school paper, for which he was a
popular contributor. These final years at Lawrence were also DeLorean's prologue to his
contributions in the automotive world, when he worked part-time at Chrysler and a local body
shop. In , DeLorean graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree in mechanical engineering.
Instead of entering the engineering workforce after earning his degree, DeLorean worked a stint

as a salesman of life insurance , and for the Factory Equipment Corporation. DeLorean claims in
his autobiography that his salesman stint was at least partially for the sake of learning to better
communicate with people. Both of these endeavors proved a success financially, but John's
maternal uncle, Earl Pribak, a foreman at Chrysler's engineering garage, recommended that he
attend the Chrysler Institute, and John concurred. The car manufacturer ran a post-graduate
facility that would allow him to advance his education while concurrently being allowed
exposure to real-world engineering in action. In , DeLorean graduated the institute with a
masters degree in automotive engineering , and signed on to Chrysler's engineering team. De
Lorean quickly gained the attention of his new employer with an improvement to the company's
Ultramatic automatic transmission, giving it a much-improved torque converter and dual drive
ranges; it was launched as the "Twin-Ultramatic". Packard was in serious financial trouble when
De Lorean joined, due to a shift in the automobile consumer market. This exclusive philosophy
was to take its toll on profitability. However, it proved to have a positive effect on De Lorean's
attention to engineering detail, and after four years at Packard he became McFarland's
successor as head of research and development. While still a profitable company, Packard
suffered alongside other independents by its inability to compete as Ford and General Motors
engaged in a price war. A subsequent proposed merger with the equally new Nash-Hudson
conglomeration American Motors never got past the discussion phase. De Lorean was
considering the offer of keeping his job and moving to Studebaker headquarters in South Bend,
Indiana when he received a call from Oliver K. Kelley, vice president of engineering at General
Motors, a man whom De Lorean greatly admired. Kelley called to offer John his choice of jobs in
five divisions of GM. Knudsen was the son of the former president of General Motors , William
Knudsen â€” who was called away from his post to head up the war mobilization production
effort at the request of President Roosevelt. Bunkie was also an MIT engineering graduate, and
at 42 he was the youngest man to head a division of GM. De Lorean and Knudsen quickly
became close friends, and John would eventually cite Bunkie as a major influence and mentor.
Knudsen wanted to improve Pontiac's youth and performance image, and De Lorean was in the
middle of the action. De Lorean's years of engineering at Pontiac were highly successful and
produced dozens of patented innovations for the company, and in he was promoted to the
position of division chief engineer. He is credited with developments such as wide track wheels,
torque box perimeter frame, recessed and articulated windshield-wipers, the lane-change turn
signal, overhead cam six-cylinder engine, Endura bumper, and a variety of other cosmetic and
structural design elements. The rules were vague at GM as "new models" required corporate
approval but "option packages" did not. When the 14th Floor GM's executive row caught on to
the existence of the GTO, it was too late to pull it out of production and Pontiac responded that
no more than 5, GTOs would be built in ; with that the corporate brass was appeased. The
publication of that road test substantially increased demand for GTOs as Pontiac dealers often
found themselves swamped with more potential buyers than cars to sell. Pontiac responded by
dramatically increasing GTO production to meet the demand. By the end of the model year,
approximately 32, GTOs had been assembled, well above the initial projections of 5, units. From
its launch in , sales of the car and its popularity continued to grow dramatically in the following
years. DeLorean received almost total credit for the success of the "first muscle car", which is
probably due in large part to his talent for self-promotion. As with any new vehicle development,
scores of individuals are involved with the conceptualizing, engineering, and marketing â€” but
John DeLorean became the singular golden boy of Pontiac, and was rewarded with his
promotion to head the entire Pontiac division. John DeLorean was no longer a professional
engineer. At the age of 40, he had broken the record for youngest division head at GM, and was
determined to continue his string of successes. Adapting to the frustrations that he perceived in
the executive offices was, however, a difficult transition for him. DeLorean believed there was
an undue amount of infighting at GM between divisional heads, and several of Pontiac's
advertising campaign themes met with internal resistance, such as the "Tiger" campaign used
to promote the GTO and other Pontiac models in and In response to the "pony car" market
dominated by the wildly-successful Ford Mustang , DeLorean turned to the 14th Floor for
permission to offer a Pontiac version of a similar vehicle then under development at the
Chevrolet division that was set for introduction as a model named the Camaro. In May , Pontiac
was given approval to offer its version of the sporty X-body car. However, by this time it was too
late for Pontiac to put the car in production with the usual fall introduction of the models in late
September, so the division decided to hold off its introduction until February Even the later
introduction precluded the possibility of a truly distinctive Pontiac pony car with its own sheet
metal so the Pontiac Firebird ended with virtually all sheet metal shared with the Chevrolet
Camaro except for the hood. The front end would get a pointed Pontiac split grille with quad
headlights in contrast with the Camaro's flat front end and dual headlights along with louvered

taillights from the larger GTO. Shortly after the Firebird's introduction in , DeLorean turned his
attention to development of an all-new Grand Prix, the division's personal luxury car based on
the full sized Pontiac line since but whose sales were sagging by this time, for the model year
that would have its own distinct body shell with drivetrain and chassis components from the
intermediate-sized Pontiac A-body Tempest, LeMans, GTO. The Pontiac Grand Prix looked a lot
like a slightly scaled down Cadillac Eldorado with its razor-sharp bodylines and a six-foot long
hood. Inside was a sporty and luxurious interior highlighted by a wraparound cockpit-style
instrument panel, bucket seats and center console. The Grand Prix offered a sportier and higher
performance alternative to the other personal luxury cars then on the market such as Ford
Thunderbird , Buick Riviera , Lincoln Continental Mark III and Oldsmobile Toronado in a smaller
size and lower price tag. The '69 Grand Prix was one of the industry's biggest success that year
with production ending up at over , units, far higher than the 32, Grand Prix built from the
full-sized Pontiac body. During his time at Pontiac, DeLorean had begun to enjoy the freedom
and celebrity that came with his position, and spent a good deal of his time traveling to
locations around the world to support promotional events. His frequent public appearances
helped to solidify his image as a "rebel" corporate businessman with his trendy dress style and
casual banter. Ralph Nader 's book, Unsafe at Any Speed , published in , criticized a number of
Detroit automobiles as poorly designed for safety concerns, including the Chevrolet Corvair
model. Even as General Motors experienced revenue declines, Pontiac remained highly
profitable under DeLorean, and despite his growing reputation as a corporate maverick, on
February 15 , he was again promoted. This time it was to head up the prestigious Chevrolet
division, General Motors' flagship brand. He had made sizable investments in the San Diego
Chargers and the New York Yankees sports teams, and was becoming ever more ubiquitous in
the popular culture. DeLorean continued his jet-setting lifestyle, and was often seen hanging
out in business and entertainment celebrity circles. He became friends with James T. The
executive offices of General Motors headquarters continued to clash with De Lorean's
non-conformity, and he was still not able to fit the traditional mold of conservatism that was
usually expected of someone of his stature. The new model Nova was due out for the model
year, and it was rapidly falling behind schedule. Redesigns for the Corvette and Camaro were
also delayed, and unit sales had still not recovered from the past 4 years of turmoil, much of
that due to the bad publicity surrounding the Corvair and well-publicized quality control issues
affecting other Chevy models, including defective motor mounts that led to an unprecedented
recall of 6. De Lorean responded to the production problems by delaying the release of the
Nova, and simplifying the modifications to the Corvette and Camaro. He used the extra time to
streamline Chevrolet's production overhead and reduce assembly costs. By , Chevrolet was
experiencing record sales in excess of 3 million vehicles, and his division alone was nearly
matching that of the entire Ford Motor Company. Another promotion was imminent for De
Lorean despite the deep-seated problems with the new compact Vega, introduced in as Chevy's
import-fighter. The Chevrolet Vega suffered from cost overruns both on the assembly line and
the showroom floor. The Vega's aluminum-block four-cylinder engine was prone to overheating,
block warpage and high oil consumption and the Vega's body was susceptible to severe body
corrosion, often dubbed as "the car that began rusting on the showroom floor. In , De Lorean
was appointed to the position of vice president of car and truck production for the entire
General Motors line, and his eventual rise to president seemed inevitable. Instead, John De
Lorean unexpectedly resigned from General Motors on April 2 , at age 48, telling the confused
press that "I want to do things in the social area. I have to do them, and unfortunately the nature
of our business just didn't permit me to do as much as I wanted. GM was a major contributor to
the group, and agreed to continue his salary while he remained president of NAB. Patrick
Wright, author and former Business Week reporter, approached De Lorean with the idea of
writing a book based on his experiences at General Motors. De Lorean agreed to dictate his
recollections for Wright who would author the book. De Lorean claimed to have never received
his share of the revenues. The De Lorean's body distinctively used stainless steel and featured
gull-wing doors. Renault was contracted to build the factory, which employed over workers at
its peak production. The engine was made by Renault, while Lotus designed the chassis and
bodywork details. The factory started manufacturing cars in early , but the company was in
receivership by February It turned out around 9, cars over 21 months before the British
government ordered its closure in November When the Back to the Future film came out in ,
featuring De Lorean's namesake car, De Lorean wrote a letter to Bob Gale , one of the movie's
producers and writers, thanking him for immortalizing the car in the film. De Lorean was
featured on the cover of Time in after being arrested, but was found not guilty of all charges in
DeLorean met with Hoffman on July 11 , to discuss an investment opportunity to help save his
company. Over the course of the next three months, Hoffman slowly explained his intricate plan

involving cocaine smugglers, a bank for laundering money and the specifics of how much
money DeLorean would be required to front to procure the deal. DeLorean went along with
these discussions planning to trade DMC stock for the seed money for any deal that would
benefit the company, but leaving the drug smuggler investors with stock in a company
completely controlled by the British government. On October 19, before going to meet the
investors to consummate the deal, DeLorean wrote a letter to his attorney and sealed it, with
instructions to only open it if he did not return. The letter explained the situation he was in, and
that he feared for his family's safety if he tried to back out of the deal. This prompted the judge
to postpone the trial until the following year because of undue bias from the leaked tape.
DeLorean successfully defended himself with a procedural defense , arguing that the police had
asked him to supply the money to buy the cocaine. His attorney stated in Time March 19 , "This
[was] a fictitious crime. Without the government , there would be no crime. DeLorean was found
not guilty due to entrapment on August 16 According to his autobiography, both DeLorean and
ex-wife Cristina Ferrare became born-again Christians following the entrapment controversy.
DeLorean was married four times. His first marriage was to Elizabeth Higgins on 3 September
and divorced in DeLorean then married Kelly Harmon on 31 May and divorced in His third
marriage was to model Cristina Ferrare on 8 May , ending in divorce in He was married to Sally
Baldwin until his death in DeLorean's name is most often seen spelled without the space, as
DeLorean. Typewritten documents of the De Lorean Motor Company universally used the space,
however, and this appears to have been the company's chosen form. In typeset documents, a
half space, not a full space, appears between the two portions, and the same is visible in more
stylistic representations, as on the automobiles themselves. This use of a half space probably
influenced many people to see no space there. The company's founder originally spelled his
name as John Delorean. At some point in his life he began using the more European-looking De
Lorean instead but the proper spelling of a genuine aristocratic name of Romanic origin would
be "de Lorean". During the period the De Lorean Motor Company was operating, he used a
space exclusively when spelling his name in the course of business. DeLorean appeared in a
widely published magazine advertisement for Cutty Sark whiskey in the year prior to his arrest
and the collapse of his company. It was captioned "One out of every new businesses succeeds.
Here's to those who take the odds. In , DeLorean declared personal bankruptcy after fighting
over forty legal cases since the collapse of De Lorean Motor Company. At the time of his death,
De Lorean was working on a business venture project known as De Lorean Time, a company
that would sell high-end wristwatches. De Lorean's death caused the dissolution of the
company, and no De Lorean Time products were ever offered to the public. At the request of his
family, and in keeping with military tradition, he was interned with full military honors for his
service in WWII. The episode featured interviews with De Lorean's friends, family and DeLorean
enthusiasts. A feature length motion picture is being developed on the life and career of John
DeLorean, by the independent motion picture production company, Stainless Steel Productions.
The film is slated to begin production within the next three to five years, and have it released in ,
which would mark the 30th Anniversary of the DeLorean sports car. In , the musical
collaborative project Neon Neon are to release a concept album based on the life of John De
Lorean. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Categories :.
Cancel Save. Fan Feed. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Em
estimava-se que ainda existiam 6. Collins, [ 6 ] engenheiro-chefe e projetista anteriormente
engenheiro da Pontiac. Este carro tinha um motor 2. Entre janeiro de e dezembro de ,
aproximadamente 9. O problema comum de suportar o peso das portas asa de gaivota foi
resolvido por outros fabricantes com portas leves no Mercedes-Benz SL e uma bomba de ar no
Bricklin SV A revista Time incluiu o DeLorean em sua
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lista dos 50 piores carros de todos os tempos. Apesar de ter sido produzidos na Irlanda do
Norte , os DMC destinavam-se ao mercado estadunidense. Fox e Christopher Lloyd. Nota:
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